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Unconstrained High-z  
Universe 
 • Minimal mass of star forming halos 

and efficiency of star formation: 
– Cooling mechanism, feedbacks 

• Star formation efficiency 
• Sources of UV and X-rays 

181 different models 

Our goal: to explore the full 
parameter space of the global 
21-cm signal resulting from the 
astrophysical parameters of the 
high-redshift universe. 

A black hole binary  
(ESO image) 

 

A quasar 
 

Hirano et al.  
(2014)  

 𝑓∗ = 0.005 − 0.5 

𝑓𝑋~ 0.001 −100 
hard/soft SED 𝜏 = 0.055 ± 0.009 

 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 
Slide from Anastasia Fialkov

The Physics that we are trying to constrain

These are the same parameters that we are trying to constrain from galaxy observations
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Epoch of Reionization

The history of astronomy is a history of receding horizons. 
E. P. Hubble
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Faint Galaxies Dominate the UV Flux at High-z
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Fig. 8.— UV LFs at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 renormalized to have approximately the same volume density at ∼ −21.1
mag (§4.2). There is strong evidence for an evolution in the effective slope of the UV LFs with redshift. The effective slope of the LF is
considerably steeper at z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 than it is at z ∼ 4-5.

Some earlier studies have argued that a simple φ∗ evo-
lutionary model may allow for a better representation
of the evolution of the LF than an evolution in M∗

(Beckwith et al. 2006; van der Burg et al. 2010). At
slightly higher redshifts (z ! 6), McLure et al. (2010),
Bouwens et al. (2011), McLure et al. (2013), and Oesch
et al. (2014) all indicated that φ∗ evolution may provide
a slightly better description of the evolution of the UV
LF. Of course, even distinguishing evolution in φ∗ from
M∗ over the range z ∼ 6 to z ∼ 8 can be challenging (as
McLure et al. 2013 note explicitly).
While a pure φ∗ evolutionary model seems quite effec-

tive at fitting the evolution at the bright end of the LF
to high redshift, such a model does not capture the con-
siderable steepening the UV LF experiences over a wide-
luminosity baseline. Fitting this steepening requires ei-
ther evolution in α or evolution in M∗ as had been pre-
ferred by Bouwens et al. (2007). Yan &Windhorst (2004)
effectively captured both aspects of the approximate evo-
lution with their best-fit LF at z ∼ 6 (though they offer
no clear justification in their analysis for their decision
to fix M∗ to the z ∼ 3 value and to exclusively use the
faint-end slope α to model possible shape changes in the
UV LF).
The present evolutionary scenario in φ∗ and α would

appear to be quite different in form from the evolution-
ary scenario proposed by Bouwens et al. (2007), McLure
et al. (2009), and Bouwens et al. (2011), which preferred
evolution in the characteristic luminosity (particularly
over the redshift range z ∼ 4-6), with some evolution in
φ∗ and α at z > 6 (Bouwens et al. 2011; McLure et al.
2013). However, in detail, an φ∗+α evolutionary scenario
is not as different from M∗ evolution as one might think
given their different parameterizations. Changes in the
characteristic magnitude M∗ produce a similar steepen-
ing of the UV LF, as one can accomplish through changes
in the faint-end slope α.
Moreover, as we show in §5.3, the evolution in the UV

luminosity we find for a galaxy (at a fixed cumulative

number density) under the present φ∗+α evolutionary
scenario is essentially identical to what Bouwens et al.
(2008) and Bouwens et al. (2011) found previously in-
voking an evolution in the characteristic magnitude M∗

(Figure 17). Unless one has very wide-area data to ob-
tain tight constraints on the bright end of the LF at high
redshift (such as one has with the wide-area CANDELS
data set), one can trade off changes in the characteristic
magnitude M∗ for changes in both α and φ∗ (without
appreciably affecting the goodness of fit). We discuss
these issues in more detail in Appendix F.2, F.3, F.6,
and Figure 25.
An alternate way of looking at the evolution in the UV

LF is by rescaling the volume densities of our derived
LFs so that they have the same normalization at −21.1
mag. We chose to rescale the LFs so they have the same
normalization at this luminosity, which approximately
corresponds to the value of M∗ at z ∼ 4-7. This allows
us to look for systematic changes in the shape of the
UV LF without relying on a specific parameterization of
the LF. The results are presented in Figure 8, and it is
clear that the LF adopts an increasingly steep form at
higher redshift. It is also clear that the volume density
of galaxies at z ∼ 4-7 does not fall off precipitously until
brightward of −22.5 mag.

4.3. Comparison against Previous Results

Before moving onto a discussion of possible non-
Schechter-like features in the luminosity function, field-
to-field variations, or our LF constraints at z ∼ 10, it is
useful to compare the present LF results with previous
results from our own team (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2007;
Bouwens et al. 2011; Oesch et al. 2012b; Oesch et al.
2014) as well as those from other groups. We include a
comprehensive set of comparisons to previous results in
Figure 9.
Overall, we find broad agreement with previous LF

results over the full redshift range z ∼ 4-10. However,
there are also some noteworthy differences, particularly
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ABSTRACT
Observations of high-z galaxies and gamma-ray bursts now allow for empirical studies during reionization.

However, even deep surveys see only the brightest galaxies at any epoch and must extrapolate to arbitrary
lower limits to estimate the total rate of star formation. We first argue that the galaxy populations seen in LBG
surveys yield a GRB rate at z > 8 that is an order of magnitude lower than observed. We find that integrating
the inferred UV luminosity functions down to M

UV

⇡�10 brings LBG- and GRB-inferred SFR density values
into agreement up to z⇠8. GRBs, however, favor a far larger amount of as yet unseen star formation at z&9.
We suggest that the SFR density may only slowly decline out to z ⇠ 11, in accord with WMAP and Planck
reionization results, and that GRBs may be useful in measuring the scale of this multitude of dwarf galaxies.
Subject headings: gamma-ray burst: general — galaxies: evolution — stars: formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Searches for the earliest galaxies and gamma-ray bursts
have advanced in step, with GRBs observed at z ⇡ 8.2 (Sal-
vaterra et al. 2009; Tanvir et al. 2009) and z⇡9.4 (Cucchiara
et al. 2011) and galaxy candidates seen at z ⇠ 11 (Coe et
al. 2013) and z ⇠ 12 (Ellis et al. 2013). GRBs can (briefly)
probe large volumes of the universe extending to high z, while
Lyman Break Galaxy (LBG) surveys can make deep observa-
tions of narrow regions. These allowed for initial assessments
of the star formation rate density (⇢̇⇤) in the reionization era
(Kistler et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2010).

Typically, the measured galaxy luminosity function (LF) at
a given z is integrated to some arbitrary lower limit to esti-
mate the total ⇢̇⇤(z). At low z, this cutoff is not vital, since
the faint-end slope ↵ in the common dn/dL / L↵ e�L/L⇤

form of the LF is shallower than the divergent ↵ = �2, so
that integration could even be taken down to L= 0. At high
z, LBG observations have revealed that the faint end of the
UV LF becomes quite steep (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2007, 2011,
2012; Reddy & Steidel 2009; Oesch et al. 2012; Finkelstein
et al. 2012), reaching ↵.�2 at z & 7, so that the choice of
cutoff becomes crucial at these epochs (see Fig. 1).

Surveys now suggest that the ⇢̇⇤ from bright galaxies de-
clines strongly at high-z (Ellis et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2013).
The total ⇢̇⇤ at z & 7 may well be dominated by the contri-
bution of unseen faint galaxies, which could be influenced by
novel physics (e.g., Kuhlen et al. 2012; Jaacks et al. 2013).
The establishment of gamma-ray bursts as an outcome of the
core collapse of massive, and thus short-lived, stars (Stanek et
al. 2003; Hjorth et al. 2003) implies that they trace distant star
formation (Totani 1997; Wijers et al. 1998; Lamb & Reichart
2000; Porciani & Madau 2001; Yüksel et al. 2008) and could
be used to probe the total instantaneous star formation history.

In light of new data obtained through the efforts of Swift
(Gehrels et al. 2004) GRB searches and HST WFC 3 galaxy
surveys, we re-examine ⇢̇⇤ as indicated by gamma-ray bursts
in connection to the high-z UV LF. GRBs at low z are ob-
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served to occur predominantly in metal-poor (Stanek et al.
2006; Graham & Fruchter 2012), sub-L⇤ galaxies (Fynbo et
al. 2003; Le Floc’h et al. 2003; Fruchter et al. 2006). Kistler
et al. (2009) concluded that GRBs likely trace this faint pop-
ulation at high z, in good agreement with a lack of galaxies
found in deep searches for high-z GRB hosts (Tanvir et al.
2012; Trenti et al. 2012), and that such galaxies could have
generated a sufficient ⇢̇⇤ to account for cosmic reionization.

We first reassess the evolution of GRBs relative to the SFR
history at lower z, making use of the increased number of
detections made by Swift and GRB observers. Using this
calibration, we find it to be quite unlikely to have seen two
z > 8 GRBs, or even one at z & 9, from the populations
of galaxies directly observed in surveys. We determine that
GRB and LBG data together imply an increasing abundance
of faint galaxies with z. This suggests the number of diminu-
tive galaxies during reionization declines with time, consis-
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FIG. 1.— The cosmic star formation history. Low-z data (circles) are from

the compilation of Hopkins & Beacom (2006). The diamonds are our values
obtained using Swift gamma-ray bursts. The open squares show the result of
integrating the LBG UV luminosity functions down to the lowest measured
value, Mvis, while the solid squares use Mcut = �10 (see Table 1). All
assume a Salpeter IMF. For comparison, we show the critical ⇢̇⇤ from Madau
et al. (1999) for C/fesc=40, 30, 20 (dotted lines, top to bottom).
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Kistler+13

~10x higherLF steepens 
with redshift!

Bouwens+15

(see also, e.g., Trenti+12, Robertson+12, Tanvir+12)

Independent evidence for dominant contribution of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies to total UV flux:

1: faint-end slopes of UV LFs 2: total SFRD traced by GRBs

Redshift
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Hubble Frontier Fields: can probe possible turn-
over in LF at faint luminosities thanks to lensing

21

Fig. 12.— Comparison of the 68% and 95% confidence intervals we have derived on the shape of the z ∼ 6 UV LF with the predictions
for this LF. Confidence intervals are shown making different assumptions about the typical size of errors in the lensing models, assuming
these errors to typically be as large as the differences between the median parametric model and the GLAFIC model, Sharon/Johnson
models, and Grale models. The plotted theoretical models include DRAGONS (red lines: Liu et al. 2016a), CROC (black lines: Gnedin
2016), ENZO (green lines: O’Shea et al. 2016), CoDa (gray lines: Ocvirk et al. 2016), and Finlator et al. (2015, 2016a, 2016b [F16]: purple
lines). The LF results from O’Shea et al. (2016) rely on their z ∼ 12 LF, since those simulations have not yet run down to z ∼ 6. Overall,
we find good agreement between the predicted LF results and the present observational constraints.

clear: LF continues steep at least to Muv~-14, 
           no turn-over detected so far

Can probe to ~3mag fainter than HUDF,  
below that systematics due to lensing blow up

See also: Atek et al. 2015, Alavi et al. 2014, Castellano et al. 2015, Livermore et al. 2016, …

Comparison to  
Simulations

current	limits	on	reliable	LFs	from	the	HFF

see	Castellano+2015,	Atek+2016,	Livermore+2017	

Bouwens+2016

the	uncertainty	
“blows	up”	fainter	
than	-14.5	

the	systematic	
uncertainty	fainter	
than	MUV,AB ~-14.5	
“blows-up”	

the	errors	in	the	LF	
become	so	large	as	
to	make	estimates	of	
the	LF	from	the	HFF	
not	very	credible	
below	MUV,AB ~-14	

systematics	are	
the	limiting	factor

Bouwens+16

DRAGONS—UV luminosity functions 7

Figure 3. Model UV LFs at z⇠5–10 from Meraxes. Blue solid lines show selected LBGs with 1� Poisson uncertainties shown as
shaded regions. Black circles and red squares are observational data from Bouwens et al. (2015b) (z⇠5, 6, 7, 8 and 10) and Bouwens

et al. (2015c) (z⇠9 and 10) respectively. The red dashed line at z⇠5 shows the UV LF for all model galaxies without the LBG selection.

We see close agreement between the model and observations.

Figure 4. Model UV LFs from Meraxes for all model galaxies extended to low luminosities, illustrating the predicted flattening fainter
than M

1600

⇠�14. Red circles and red squares show the observed UV LF from (Bouwens et al. 2015b) and Atek et al. (2015) at z⇠7

respectively.

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17

A turnover in the UV LF is expected theoretically

Liu+16: 
Dragons Sim
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Planck Collaboration: Large-scale polarization and reionization

Fig. 41. History of ⌧ determination with WMAP and Planck. We have omitted the first WMAP determination (⌧ = 0.17 ± 0.04, Bennett et al.
2003), which was based on T E alone.

We will refer to this as the “lowE” data set and likelihood10.
There has been a significant decrease in the peak value of ⌧ since
its first determination from CMB T E measurements in 2003
and subsequent refinement using EE measurements from 2006.
Figure 41 shows the history of ⌧ estimates.

Reionization history models based on astrophysical observa-
tions of high redshift sources predict asymptotic values of ⌧ at
high redshift in the range 0.048�0.055 (Fig. 7 of Mashian et al.
2016) or 0.05�0.07 (Fig. 2 of Robertson et al. 2015). Our results
are fully consistent with these expectations. For the first time,
the upper limit on ⌧ derived from CMB EE observations gives
meaningful limits on how such models can be extrapolated to
redshifts larger than 10.

7. Implications of a lower value of ⌧
for cosmological parameters

The first Planck results on polarization at low multipoles (Planck
Collaboration XI 2016; Planck Collaboration XIII 2016), based
on the LFI maps, gave a lower value of ⌧ than that given in the
9-year WMAP analysis (Hinshaw et al. 2013). We also showed
that cleaning the WMAP polarization maps for polarized dust
emission using the HFI 353-GHz maps led to a reduction in ⌧,
consistent with the results from the LFI-based analysis. The re-
sults presented in this paper lead to even lower values of ⌧.

The amplitude of the reionization bump in the EE power
spectrum at low multipoles scales approximately as ⌧2. Low val-
ues of ⌧ are therefore di�cult to measure from large-scale polar-
ization measurements of the CMB. As this paper demonstrates,
exquisite control of systematic errors, polarized foregrounds,
10 Since it is based on HFI EE modes, and in distinction to “lowP” that
we used in the 2015 release, based on LFI low-` multipoles.

and instrument noise are required in order to measure the small
polarization signal induced by cosmic reionization. The main re-
sults presented in this paper are based on the 100 ⇥ 143 EE
cross-spectrum, summarized in Fig. 39 and Table 7. The pos-
teriors for ⌧ in Fig. 39 show clear narrow peaks, with max-
ima at ⌧ = 0.055, indicating detection of an EE reionization
feature. Furthermore, in Table 7 we find a 95% upper limit of
⌧ < 0.072. This limit is consistent but significantly lower than
the Planck+LowP LFI results, the Planck dust-cleaned WMAP
results reported in Planck Collaboration XIII (2016), and the
LFI⇥HFI results summarized in Fig. 40.

Current astrophysical observations exclude very low values
of ⌧. If the Universe is abruptly reionized at redshift zre, the
optical depth caused by Thomson scattering is (e.g., Shull &
Venkatesan 2008)

⌧ =
2c�T(1 � YP)

mp

⌦b

⌦m

H0

8⇡G

⇢

h

⌦m(1 + zre)3 +⌦⇤
i1/2 � 1

�

(12)

for the base ⇤CDM model with a helium abundance by mass
of YP (assuming that the helium remains neutral). The Gunn-
Peterson test (Gunn & Peterson 1965; Fan et al. 2006) provides
strong astrophysical evidence that the intergalactic medium was
highly ionized by a redshift of z = 6.5. For the Planck 2015 base
⇤CDM parameters, Eq. (12) gives ⌧ = 0.039 for zre = 6.5. This
conservative astrophysical constraint on ⌧, which eliminates the
low ⌧ regions of the posteriors shown in Fig. 39, is in excellent
agreement with our current constraint. The result also stands in
good agreement with the PlanckTT+lensing+BAO constraints
reported in Planck Collaboration XIII (2016), ⌧ = 0.067±0.016,
which makes no use of CMB polarization at low multipoles.

Of course the true value of ⌧ is important in understanding
the formation of the first stars and the process of reionization,

A107, page 29 of 52

Planck intermediate results. XLVI. 

Lower limit: instantaneous reionization at z=6, i.e. τe = 0.039 


Inferred value from Galaxy Evolution Studies τe ~ 0.065 

zreion=10.6+-1.1

zreion=8.2+-1.1

not enough galaxiesenough galaxies
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Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 18. Constraints on ionization fraction during reionization. The allowed models, in terms of zre and �z, translate into an allowed
region in xe(z) (68 % and 95 % in dark blue and light blue, respectively), including the zend > 6 prior here. Left: Constraints from
CMB data using a redshift-symmetric function (xe(z) as a hyperbolic tangent with �z = 0.5). Centre: Constraints from CMB data
using a redshift-asymmetric parameterization (xe(z) as a power law). Right: Constraints from CMB data using a redshift-symmetric
parameterization with additional constraints from the kSZ e↵ect.

function xe(z) with �z = 0.5), a measurement of the Thomson
optical depth

⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012 (lollipop+PlanckTT), (24)

which is significantly more accurate than previous measure-
ments. Thanks to the relatively high signal-to-noise ratio of the
low-` polarization signal, the combination with lensing or data
from high resolution CMB anisotropy experiments (ACT and
SPT) does not bring much additional constraining power. The
impact on other ⇤CDM parameters is only significant for the
amplitude of the initial scalar power spectrum As and (to a lesser
extent) on its tilt ns. Other parameters are very stable compared
to the Planck 2015 results.

Using Planck data, we have derived constraints on two mod-
els for the reionization history xe(z) that are commonly used in
the literature: a redshift-symmetric form using a hyperbolic tan-
gent transition function; and a redshift-asymmetric form param-
eterized by a power law. We have also investigated the e↵ect
of imposing the condition that the reionization is completed by
z = 6.

Allowing the ionization fraction shape and duration to vary,
we have found very compatible best-fit estimates for the opti-
cal depth (0.059 and 0.060 for the symmetric and asymmetric
model, respectively), showing that the CMB is indeed more sen-
sitive to the value of the optical depth than to the exact shape of
the reionization history. However, the value of the reionization
redshift does slightly depend on the model considered. In the
case of a symmetric parameterization, we have found slightly
larger estimates of zre than in the case of instantaneous reioniza-
tion. This can be understood through the shape of the degeneracy
surface between the reionization parameters. For an asymmetric
parameterization, zre is smaller, due to the fact that xe(z) changes
more rapidly at the end of reionization than the beginning. We
specifically find:

zre = 8.8 ± 0.9 (redshift-symmetric) ; (25)
zre = 8.5 ± 0.9 (redshift-asymmetric) . (26)

Assuming two di↵erent parameterizations of the reionization
history shows how much results on e↵ective parameters (like
the redshift of reionization or its duration) are sensitive to the
assumption of the reionization history shape. The best models of
symmetric and asymmetric parameterization give similar values

for ⌧, and provide reionization redshifts which di↵er by less than
0.4�. Constraints on the limits of possible early reionization are
similar, leading to 10 % reionization levels at around z = 10.

To derive constraints on the duration of the reionization
epoch, we combined CMB data with measurements of the ampli-
tude of the kSZ e↵ect. In the case of a redshift-symmetric model,
we found

�z < 2.8 (95 % CL), (27)

using the additional constraint that the Universe is entirely reion-
ized at redshift 6 (i.e., zend > 6).

Our final constraints on the reionization history are plot-
ted in Fig. 18 for each of the aforementioned cases, i.e., the
redshift-symmetric and redshift-asymmetric models, using only
the CMB, and the redshift-symmetric case using CMB+kSZ (all
with prior zend > 6). Plotted this way, the constraints are not
very tight and are still fairly model dependent. Given the low
value of ⌧ as measured now by Planck, the CMB is not able
to give tight constraints on details of the reionization history.
However, the Planck data suggest that an early onset of reion-
ization is disfavoured. In particular, in all cases, we found that
the Universe was less than 10 % ionized for redshift z > 10.
Furthermore, comparisons with other tracers of the ionization
history show that our new result on the optical depth elimi-
nates most of the tension between CMB-based analyses and
constraints from other astrophysical data. Additional sources of
reionization, non-standard early galaxies, or significantly evolv-
ing escape fractions or clumping factors, are thus not needed.

Ongoing and future experiments like LOFAR, MWA, and
SKA, aimed at measuring the redshifted 21-cm signal from neu-
tral hydrogen during the EoR, should be able to probe reioniza-
tion directly and measure its redshift and duration to high ac-
curacy. Moreover, since reionization appears to happen at red-
shifts below 10, experiments measuring the global emission of
the 21-m line over the sky (e.g., EDGES, Bowman & Rogers
2010, LEDA, Greenhill & Bernardi 2012, DARE, Burns et al.
2012), NenuFAR, Zarka et al. 2012, SARAS, Patra et al. 2013,
SCI-HI, Voytek et al. 2014, ZEBRA, Mahesh et al. 2014, and
BIGHORNS, Sokolowski et al. 2015) will also be able to derive
very competitive constraints on the models (e.g., Liu et al. 2015;
Fialkov & Loeb 2016).

Acknowledgements. The Planck Collaboration acknowledges the support of:
ESA; CNES, and CNRS/INSU-IN2P3-INP (France); ASI, CNR, and INAF
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Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 18. Constraints on ionization fraction during reionization. The allowed models, in terms of zre and �z, translate into an allowed
region in xe(z) (68 % and 95 % in dark blue and light blue, respectively), including the zend > 6 prior here. Left: Constraints from
CMB data using a redshift-symmetric function (xe(z) as a hyperbolic tangent with �z = 0.5). Centre: Constraints from CMB data
using a redshift-asymmetric parameterization (xe(z) as a power law). Right: Constraints from CMB data using a redshift-symmetric
parameterization with additional constraints from the kSZ e↵ect.

function xe(z) with �z = 0.5), a measurement of the Thomson
optical depth

⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012 (lollipop+PlanckTT), (24)

which is significantly more accurate than previous measure-
ments. Thanks to the relatively high signal-to-noise ratio of the
low-` polarization signal, the combination with lensing or data
from high resolution CMB anisotropy experiments (ACT and
SPT) does not bring much additional constraining power. The
impact on other ⇤CDM parameters is only significant for the
amplitude of the initial scalar power spectrum As and (to a lesser
extent) on its tilt ns. Other parameters are very stable compared
to the Planck 2015 results.

Using Planck data, we have derived constraints on two mod-
els for the reionization history xe(z) that are commonly used in
the literature: a redshift-symmetric form using a hyperbolic tan-
gent transition function; and a redshift-asymmetric form param-
eterized by a power law. We have also investigated the e↵ect
of imposing the condition that the reionization is completed by
z = 6.

Allowing the ionization fraction shape and duration to vary,
we have found very compatible best-fit estimates for the opti-
cal depth (0.059 and 0.060 for the symmetric and asymmetric
model, respectively), showing that the CMB is indeed more sen-
sitive to the value of the optical depth than to the exact shape of
the reionization history. However, the value of the reionization
redshift does slightly depend on the model considered. In the
case of a symmetric parameterization, we have found slightly
larger estimates of zre than in the case of instantaneous reioniza-
tion. This can be understood through the shape of the degeneracy
surface between the reionization parameters. For an asymmetric
parameterization, zre is smaller, due to the fact that xe(z) changes
more rapidly at the end of reionization than the beginning. We
specifically find:

zre = 8.8 ± 0.9 (redshift-symmetric) ; (25)
zre = 8.5 ± 0.9 (redshift-asymmetric) . (26)

Assuming two di↵erent parameterizations of the reionization
history shows how much results on e↵ective parameters (like
the redshift of reionization or its duration) are sensitive to the
assumption of the reionization history shape. The best models of
symmetric and asymmetric parameterization give similar values

for ⌧, and provide reionization redshifts which di↵er by less than
0.4�. Constraints on the limits of possible early reionization are
similar, leading to 10 % reionization levels at around z = 10.

To derive constraints on the duration of the reionization
epoch, we combined CMB data with measurements of the ampli-
tude of the kSZ e↵ect. In the case of a redshift-symmetric model,
we found

�z < 2.8 (95 % CL), (27)

using the additional constraint that the Universe is entirely reion-
ized at redshift 6 (i.e., zend > 6).

Our final constraints on the reionization history are plot-
ted in Fig. 18 for each of the aforementioned cases, i.e., the
redshift-symmetric and redshift-asymmetric models, using only
the CMB, and the redshift-symmetric case using CMB+kSZ (all
with prior zend > 6). Plotted this way, the constraints are not
very tight and are still fairly model dependent. Given the low
value of ⌧ as measured now by Planck, the CMB is not able
to give tight constraints on details of the reionization history.
However, the Planck data suggest that an early onset of reion-
ization is disfavoured. In particular, in all cases, we found that
the Universe was less than 10 % ionized for redshift z > 10.
Furthermore, comparisons with other tracers of the ionization
history show that our new result on the optical depth elimi-
nates most of the tension between CMB-based analyses and
constraints from other astrophysical data. Additional sources of
reionization, non-standard early galaxies, or significantly evolv-
ing escape fractions or clumping factors, are thus not needed.

Ongoing and future experiments like LOFAR, MWA, and
SKA, aimed at measuring the redshifted 21-cm signal from neu-
tral hydrogen during the EoR, should be able to probe reioniza-
tion directly and measure its redshift and duration to high ac-
curacy. Moreover, since reionization appears to happen at red-
shifts below 10, experiments measuring the global emission of
the 21-m line over the sky (e.g., EDGES, Bowman & Rogers
2010, LEDA, Greenhill & Bernardi 2012, DARE, Burns et al.
2012), NenuFAR, Zarka et al. 2012, SARAS, Patra et al. 2013,
SCI-HI, Voytek et al. 2014, ZEBRA, Mahesh et al. 2014, and
BIGHORNS, Sokolowski et al. 2015) will also be able to derive
very competitive constraints on the models (e.g., Liu et al. 2015;
Fialkov & Loeb 2016).

Acknowledgements. The Planck Collaboration acknowledges the support of:
ESA; CNES, and CNRS/INSU-IN2P3-INP (France); ASI, CNR, and INAF
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 τe = 0.058±0.012, i.e. zreion = 8.2±1.1

Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

abundance and spectral properties are crucial ingredients for
understanding how intergalactic hydrogen ceased to be neu-
tral (for reviews, see Barkana & Loeb 2001; Fan et al. 2006a;
Robertson et al. 2010; McQuinn 2015). The luminosity func-
tion of early star-forming galaxies, in particular in the UV do-
main, is thus an additional and powerful probe of the reionization
history (e.g., Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012; Robertson et al.
2013, 2015; Bouwens et al. 2015). Based on comparison of the
9-year WMAP results to optical depth values inferred from the
UV luminosity function of high-z galaxies, it has been sug-
gested that either the UV luminosity density flattens, or phys-
ical parameters such as the escape fraction and the clumping
factor evolved significantly, or alternatively, additional, unde-
tected sources (such as X-ray binaries and faint AGN) must
have existed at z >⇠ 11 (e.g., Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012;
Ellis et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014; Ishigaki et al. 2015).

The Planck results, both from the 2015 data release and
those presented here, strongly reduce the need for a signifi-
cant contribution of Lyman continuum emission at early times.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 16, the present CMB results on the
Thomson optical depth, ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, are perfectly consis-
tent with the best models of star-formation rate densities derived
from the UV and IR luminosity functions, as directly estimated
from observations of high-redshift galaxies (Ishigaki et al. 2015;
Robertson et al. 2015; Bouwens et al. 2015). With the present
value of ⌧, if we maintain a UV-luminosity density at the maxi-
mum level allowed by the luminosity density constraints at red-
shifts z < 9, then the currently observed galaxy population at
MUV < �17 seems to be su�cient to comply with all the obser-
vational constraints without the need for high-redshift (z = 10–
15) galaxies.

Fig. 16. Evolution of the integrated optical depth for the tanh
functional form (with �z = 0.5, blue shaded area). The
two envelopes mark the 68 % and 95 % confidence inter-
vals. The red, black, and orange dashed lines are the mod-
els from Bouwens et al. (2015), Robertson et al. (2015), and
Ishigaki et al. (2015), respectively, using high-redshift galaxy
UV and IR fluxes and/or direct measurements.

The Planck data are certainly consistent with a fully reion-
ized Universe at z ' 6. Moreover, they seem to be in good agree-
ment with recent observational constraints on reionization in the
direction of particular objects. The H i absorption along the line
of sight to a distant �-ray burst, GRB-140515A (Chornock et al.

2014), suggests a Universe containing about a 10 % fraction
of neutral hydrogen at z = 6–6.3. At even higher redshifts
z ' 7, observation of Ly-↵ emitters suggests that at least
70 % of the IGM is neutral (Tilvi et al. 2014; Schenker et al.
2014; Faisst et al. 2014). Similarly, quasar near-zone detection
and analysis (including sizes, and Ly-↵ and � transmission
properties) have been used to place constraints on zend from
signatures of the ionization state of the IGM around individ-
ual sources (Wyithe & Loeb 2004; Mesinger & Haiman 2004;
Wyithe et al. 2005; Mesinger & Haiman 2007; Carilli et al.
2010; Mortlock et al. 2011; Schroeder et al. 2013). However, in-
terpretation of the observed evolution of the near-zone sizes
may be complicated by the opacity caused by absorption
systems within the ionized IGM (e.g., Bolton et al. 2011;
Bolton & Haehnelt 2013; Becker et al. 2015). Similarly, it is dif-
ficult to completely exclude the possibility that damped Ly-
↵ systems contribute to the damping wings of quasar spectra
blueward of the Ly-↵ line (e.g., Mesinger & Furlanetto 2008;
Schroeder et al. 2013). Nevertheless, most such studies, indicate
that the IGM is significantly neutral at redshifts between 6 and
7 (see also Keating et al. 2015), in agreement with the current
Planck results, as shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Reionization history for the redshift-symmetric param-
eterization compared with other observational constraints com-
piled by Bouwens et al. (2015). The red points are measurements
of ionized fraction, while black arrows mark upper and lower
limits. The dark and light blue shaded areas show the 68 % and
95 % allowed intervals, respectively.

Although there are already all the constraints described
above, understanding the formation of the first luminous sources
in the Universe is still very much a work in progress. Our new
(and lower) value of the optical depth leads to better agreement
between the CMB and other astrophysical probes of reioniza-
tion; however, the fundamental questions remain regarding how
reionization actually proceeded.

7. Conclusions

We have derived constraints on cosmic reionization using Planck
data. The CMB Planck power spectra, combining the EE polar-
ization at low-` with the temperature data, give, for a so-called
“instantaneous” reionization history (a redshift-symmetric tanh
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LyC Candidates at z ⇠ 2 from the HDUV 9

et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2014; Alexandroff et al. 2015;
Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2015; Trainor et al. 2015; Dijkstra et al.
2016; Reddy et al. 2016b; Nakajima et al. 2016). However,
a more systematic study of the average escape fractions of
galaxies in the HDUV field will have to be performed to bet-
ter connect the physical properties that lead to LyC emission
with significant fesc from galaxies.

5.3. The Peak Escape Fraction as a Function of Redshift
It is interesting to put the star-forming galaxies identified

in this paper in a broader context. Figure 6 shows a compi-
lation of absolute fesc measurements for star-forming sources
reported in the literature. These include recent direct detec-
tions for individual galaxies at low redshift (Leitet et al. 2011;
Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov et al. 2016a,b; Leitherer et al.
2016) as well as detections or limits from individual z > 2
sources (Mostardi et al. 2015; Shapley et al. 2016; Vanzella
et al. 2016; Vasei et al. 2016) or averages from subsamples of
galaxies at z > 2 (Matthee et al. 2016; Leethochawalit et al.
2016). The plot does not show population average escape
fractions, which still have to be measured reliably based on
large samples of galaxies with HST imaging in the future
(e.g. Siana et al. 2015). In addition to our star-forming can-
didates, we also show the two AGN for which we have good
evidence that the ionizing photons we detect are emitted by
star-forming regions (GN21231 and GN19591).

While the lower redshift sources that are now being de-
tected as LyC emitters typically still show a relatively low
escape fraction of < 15%, a significant fraction of the high-
redshift detections reach fesc & 50%. Given that most of the
high-redshift points included in Figure 6 were selected based
on their high fesc, it is clear that they are not likely representa-
tive of the average galaxy at these redshifts. However, the fact
that several galaxies with likely fesc > 50% at z > 2 have been
found, while no such sources have (so far) been seen at z < 2,
hints at a possible evolution of the maximally achievable es-
cape fraction from galaxies as a function of cosmic time (see
also Inoue et al. 2006).

Note that the various derivations of fesc in the literature
use different assumptions (e.g., SED frameworks, IMF, me-
dian/mean stacking etc.) which will affect the absolute values
that are reported and shown in Fig 6. For instance, SED mod-
els which include binary stellar populations (like BPASSv2,
used in this work) produce a larger number of ionizing pho-
tons and thus lead to lower fesc values compared with models
like BC03 that have often been used in the past literature. The
magnitude of this effect depends on the exact assumptions,
but it is of order ⇠ 2 - 3⇥. This is still smaller than the order
of magnitude difference seen between the reported fesc values
found for low- and high-redshift sources.

Another caveat for the above conclusion of an evolving
peak escape fraction is that we do not have a complete sam-
pling of lower redshift LyC sources. While LyC photons can
be directly observed at z& 1 through UV imaging surveys, the
current lower redshift LyC emitters are all obtained through
targeted, individual follow-up observations with UV spectro-
graphs. Even though the most likely LyC candidate sources
are typically followed up, it is not guaranteed that no sources
with fesc > 20% exist, and it will be important to continue to
search for these with future observations.

5.4. Linking fesc to z > 5 Observables
The opacity of the IGM prevents any direct measurement

of fesc beyond z & 4.5. So in order to study fesc in the Epoch

FIG. 6.— A compilation of absolute fesc measurements for star-forming
sources reported in the literature. The red points include direct detections
from galaxies at low redshift (Leitet et al. 2011; Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov
et al. 2016a,b; Leitherer et al. 2016) as well as detections or limits from z > 2
sources using different methods (Mostardi et al. 2015; Shapley et al. 2016;
Vanzella et al. 2016; Vasei et al. 2016; Matthee et al. 2016; Leethochawalit
et al. 2016). The candidate sources studied in this paper (shown in purple)
occupy the relatively unexplored z ⇠ 2 region in redshift space, and they
double the number of direct high-z fesc detections. The redshift of some
sources was slightly offset for clarity. The shaded area in the upper half
of the graph represents fesc > 10%, a necessary condition for star-forming
galaxies to drive reionization. While the population-average escape fraction
at z > 2 still has to be measured reliably, it is clear that at least some of the
few individually detected sources at high redshift satisfy this criterion. Only
one such source is currently known at z < 0.5, hinting at a possible evolution
of the maximally achievable escape fraction as a function of cosmic time.
Note, however, that the z > 2 sources were selected based on their high fesc,
and that the absolute value of the fesc measurements depend on the exact
assumptions made (see text).

of Reionization, we need to link it to quantities that may be
measured at very high redshifts. Several such indirect indi-
cators of fesc have been discussed in the literature, including:
(1) the line ratio [OIII]/[OII] which potentially traces density-
bounded HII regions (e.g., Jaskot & Oey 2013; Nakajima &
Ouchi 2014; Faisst 2016), (2) the strengths of nebular emis-
sion lines such as H� compared with the total star-formation
rate (Zackrisson et al. 2013, 2016), (3) the shape of the Ly↵
line profile (Verhamme et al. 2015, 2016), or (4) the absorp-
tion strength of low-ionization lines and Lyman series lines
which are related to the covering fraction of absorbing gas
(e.g., Heckman et al. 2011; Leethochawalit et al. 2016; Reddy
et al. 2016b). With the limited data we already have on our
candidates, we can discuss the first two indicators, which we
do in the following sections.

5.4.1. [O III]/[O II]

It has been shown that fesc can correlate with the oxygen
line ratio [O III]/ [O II], due to a higher expected [O III] flux at
a given [O II] flux in density bounded nebulae (e.g. Nakajima
& Ouchi 2014). Faisst (2016) used a compilation of eight
detections and four upper limits of fesc to show a tentative
positive correlation with [O III]/[O II]. Out of these sources,
Ion2 was the sole representative of the z > 0 universe. It is
thus interesting to test whether our sources agree with this
correlation.

Of our star-forming candidates, [O III]/[O II] is available
for GS30668 and GS14633, and they have fesc of 60+40

-38% and
62-51

+38% respectively. For an escape fraction of 0.6, the rela-

Naidu, Oesch+16

Ionizing Escape Fractions  
of Individual Galaxies

Escape fraction of ionizing photons is the most uncertain parameter for reionization studies.

Recent progress: some sources at high redshift certainly have high enough fesc 

>10%: needed for 
reionization by galaxies
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Giallongo+15

2. QSO COMOVING EMISSIVITY

Figure 1 shows the inferred quasar/AGN comoving
emissivity at 1 ryd as a function of redshift. Our modeling is
based on a limited number of contemporary, optically selected
AGN samples (see also Khaire & Srianand 2015 for a similar
compilation). All the surveys cited below provide best-fit LF
parameters, which are then used to integrate the LF down to the
same relative limiting luminosity, Lmin/Lå= 0.01. Most of
these LFs have faint-end slopes >−1.7, which makes the
corresponding volume emissivities rather insensitive to the
value of the adopted limiting luminosity. Schulze et al. (2009)
combined the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the
Hamburg/ESO survey results into a single z= 0 AGN LF
covering four orders of magnitude in luminosity. In the redshift
range 0.68< z< 3.0, the g-band LF of Palanque-Delabrouille
et al. (2013) combines SDSS-III and Multiple Mirror Telescope
quasar data with the 2SLAQ sample of Croom et al. (2009).
The 1< z< 4 AGN LF by Bongiorno et al. (2007) again
merges SDSS data at the bright end with a faint AGN sample
from the VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey. The high-redshift quasar
LF in the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) in the bins
3.1< z< 3.5 and 3.5< z< 5 has been investigated by Masters
et al. (2012), who find a decrease in the space density of faint
quasars by roughly a factor of four from redshift 3–4. A
significantly higher number of faint AGNs at z∼ 4 is found by
Glikman et al. (2011) in the NOAO Deep Wide-Field Survey
and the Deep Lens Survey and by Giallongo et al. (2015) at
z= 4–6 in the CANDELS GOODS-South field. A novel
detection criterion is adopted in Giallongo et al. (2015),
whereby high-redshift galaxies are first selected in the NIR
H-band using photometric redshifts and become AGN
candidates if detected in X-rays by Chandra. AGN candidates
are found to have X-ray luminosities and rest-frame UV/X-ray

luminosity ratios that are typical of Seyfert-like and brighter
active nuclei. If correct, these claims suggest that AGNs may
be a more significant contributor to the ionizing background
radiation than previously estimated.
We have converted the integrated optical emissivity inferred

from these studies, òλ (in units of erg s Mpc Hz1 3 1- - - ), into a
1 ryd emissivity, ò912, using a power-law spectral energy
distribution, f912912 esc

uv( ) ¯� � l= l
a- , with αuv= 0.61 follow-

ing Lusso et al. (2015). We assume an escape fraction of
hydrogen-ionizing radiation f 1.esc

¯ = To assess whether a faint
AGN population can dominate the cosmic reionization process
under reasonable physical assumptions, we adopt in the
following an AGN comoving emissivity of the form

z e elog 25.15 1.5 , 1z z
912

0.0026 1.3( ) ( )� = -- -

for z< zQSO, and zero otherwise. Despite the significant scatter
in the data points, this function fits reasonably well the z= 0,
z< 2.5, and 4< z< 5 emissivities from Schulze et al. (2009),
Bongiorno et al. (2007), and Giallongo et al. (2015),
respectively. Note that this emissivity does not drop at high
redshift like, e.g., the LyC emissivity of luminous quasars
inferred by Hopkins et al. (2007; see Figure 1). It is also higher
compared to previous estimates at low redshift, a fact that could
contribute to solving the “photon underproduction crisis” of
Kollmeier et al. (2014; see also Khaire & Srianand 2015).

3. REIONIZATION HISTORY

Reionization is achieved when ionizing sources have
radiated at least one LyC photon per atom and the rate of
LyC photon production is sufficient to balance radiative
recombinations. Specifically, the time-dependent ionization
state of the IGM can be modeled semi-analytically by
integrating the “reionization equations” (Shapiro & Giroux
1987; Madau et al. 1999)

dQ
dt

n

n
Q
t

2H ion,H

H

H

rec,H

II II˙ ( )= -

dQ
dt

n

n
Q
t

3He ion,He

He

H

rec,He

III III˙ ( )= -

for the volume fractions Q of ionized hydrogen and doubly
ionized helium. Here, the angle brackets denote a volume
average, gas densities are expressed in comoving units, trec is a
characteristic recombination timescale, and n d hion˙ ( )�ò n n= n
is the injection rate density of ionizing radiation, i.e., photons
between 1 and 4 ryd in the case of H I (nion,H˙ ) and above 4 ryd
for He II (nion,He˙ ). We do not explicitly follow the transition
from neutral to singly ionized helium, as this occurs nearly
simultaneously to and cannot be readily decoupled from the
reionization of hydrogen.
The ODEs above assume that the mean free path of UV

radiation is always much smaller than the horizon and that the
absorption of photons above 4 ryd is dominated by He II.
Because only a negligible amount of recombinations occurs in
mostly neutral gas, these equations do not explicitly account for
the presence of optically thick absorbers that reduce the mean
free path of LyC radiation and may further delay reionization
(Bolton et al. 2009). They allow, mathematically, for values of
Q that are >1, which is physically impossible.

Figure 1. AGN comoving ionizing emissivity inferred from Schulze et al.
(2009; cyan pentagon), Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2013; orange triangles),
Bongiorno et al. (2007; magenta circles), Masters et al. (2012; red pentagons),
Glikman et al. (2011; blue square), and Giallongo et al. (2015; green squares).
The solid curve shows the functional form given in Equation (1). The LyC
AGN emissivity of Hopkins et al. (2007) is shown for comparison (dotted line).
See the text for details.
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E. Giallongo et al.: Faint AGNs at z > 4 in the CANDELS GOODS-S field
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Fig. 4. UV 1450 Å AGN luminosity functions in various redshift bins. Different symbols represent different surveys as explained in the inset. Open
squares in the highest redshift interval (bottom panel) represent LF bins derived from AGN candidates with more uncertain photometric redshifts
(see Sect. 6.1).

given by

ϵion(z) = ⟨ f ⟩ϵ912

= ⟨ f ⟩
!
φ(L1450, z)L1450

"
1200
1450

#0.44 "
912
1200

#1.57

dL1450,

(3)

where ⟨ f ⟩ is the average escape fraction of ionizing radiation
from the AGN host galaxies and ϵ912 is the emissivity produced
by AGN activity. The shape of the AGN SED from λ = 1450 Å
to λ = 912 Å has been represented by a double power law with
slopes adopted from Schirber & Bullock (2003), Telfer et al.
(2002), and Vanden Berk et al. (2001). In the integral we have
considered all the AGNs that are a factor of 100 brighter or
fainter than the break luminosity (corresponding to a faint limit
of M1450 ∼ −18). Considering sources even 100 times fainter
would only increase the emissivity by a factor of ∼10% given
the rather flat slope of the luminosity function. The uncertain-
ties in the integrated emissivities are computed combining the
uncertainties in the normalization and bright end slope for the
highest redshift bin since the faint end slope and break have
been fixed. For the lower redshift bins the uncertainties are due

to uncertainties on the normalization and faint end slope only
(i.e. fixing the break luminosity and bright end slope). In this
respect the widths of the error bars in emissivity and photoion-
ization rates should be considered as lower limits. We note that
in the sampled redshift intervals the main contribution to the
emissivity comes from AGNs near the predicted break magni-
tude M1450 ∼ −23.5. It is just at this magnitude where volume
densities should be estimated with greater accuracy, but this re-
quires surveys of comparable depth extended over larger areas.

In Fig. 5 and Table 3 the Lyman continuum ionizing emis-
sivities ϵ24 in units of 1024 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3 derived from the
estimated AGN luminosity functions are shown as a function of
redshift. We assume ⟨ f ⟩ = 1 as a reference value for the ionizing
escape fraction as observed in most bright AGNs.

The prediction of the model proposed by Giallongo et al.
(2012) is also shown in Fig. 5 for comparison. The model is
based on the standard ΛCDM scenario for galaxy formation and
evolution already described in Menci et al. (2005) and includes
a physical description of the super massive black hole growth
at the centre of galaxies as mainly due to the inflow of cold
gas destabilized by minor merger events (Cavaliere & Vittorini
2000; Menci et al. 2008). The model also includes a self con-
sistent description of the ionizing emissivity of AGNs based on

A83, page 7 of 14

Madau&Haardt15
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AGN
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Figure 1: 21cm brightness temperature offset from the CMB (from Mesinger et al. (2013)). The horizontal axis shows
evolution along the comoving line-of-sight coordinate, from z ⇡ 62 to z ⇡ 7. From right to left we see the expected
major milestones in the signal: (i) collisional decoupling (red!black); (ii) WF coupling (black!yellow); (iii) IGM
heating (yellow!blue); (iv) reionization (blue!black). The top panel corresponds to a “fiducial” model, while the lower
panel corresponds to an “extreme X-ray” model in which primordial galaxies are much more efficient than local star-
bursts in generating X-rays (see, e.g. Mirabel et al. (2011)), saturating the unresolved soft X-ray background Hickox &
Markevitch (2007) by z⇠ 10. The lower panel further assumes that soft X-rays with energies ⇠<1keV are absorbed within
the host galaxy. Although the models have comparable electron scattering optical depths, te, the astrophysical milestones
are very different in 21cm. The redshift limit accessible to first generation interferometers roughly corresponds to the
vertical yellow line; the SKA-LOW should probe out to roughly the vertical blue line, opening-up a new window on the
Cosmic Dawn. The slices are 750 Mpc in height and 1.5 Mpc thick.

1. Introduction

With unprecedented resolution and sensitivity, the SKA-LOW will enable ground-breaking
studies of early Universe astrophysics through the 21cm line from neutral hydrogen. No other
planned instrument will allow us to study baryons at high redshift in such detail. We will be able
to trace the delicate, physics-rich interplay between the intergalactic medium (IGM) and the first
galaxies.

As a cosmological probe, the signal is usually represented in terms of the offset of the 21cm
brightness temperature from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature, Tg , along a
line of sight at observed frequency n (c.f. Furlanetto et al. (2006)):

dTb(n) =
TS �Tg
1+ z

(1� e�tn0 )⇡ (1.1)

27xHI

✓
1�

Tg
TS

◆
(1+dnl)

✓
H

dvr/dr+H

◆r
1+ z
10

0.15
WMh2

✓
Wbh2

0.023

◆✓
1�Yp

0.75

◆
mK,

where TS is the gas spin temperature, tn0 is the optical depth at the 21cm frequency n0, dnl(x,z)⌘
r/r̄ � 1 is the evolved (Eulerian) density contrast, Yp is the Helium mass fraction, H(z) is the
Hubble parameter, dvr/dr is the comoving gradient of the line of sight component of the comoving
velocity, and all quantities are evaluated at redshift z = n0/n � 1. The cosmological 21cm signal
uses the CMB as a back-light: if TS < Tg , then the gas is seen in absorption, while if TS > Tg , the
gas is seen in emission.
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AGN contribution to EoR 9

Figure 6. Slices of the ionisation box each of a size 300⇥ 300⇥ 0.535 Mpc3 from our four models at di↵erent stages of reionisation. Top
to bottom: xHI ⇡ 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. Left to right: Galaxies, 50-50, constant QHOD, constant LF models. White and black represent neutral
and ionised regions respectively. The constant QHOD and constant LF AGN models show large HII bubbles as compared to Galaxies
model. The Galaxies and 50-50 models show similar topology, indicating that galaxies play stronger role in determining the HII regions
properties. Actual redshifts and neutral fractions are quoted on top of each map.

iterate that our AGN model is already pushed towards in-
creasing the AGN emissivity as much as possible. Our xHI

and ⌧e constraints for all these models are listed in Table 1.
Our results thus suggest that AGN-dominated reionisation
is highly unlikely, and therefore that galaxies dominate the
ionising photon budget during the EoR.

3.4 EoR topology

We have shown that our AGN-only models are highly dis-
favoured given current observational data. However, a 50-50
model is still permissible, if only marginally. Clearly, increas-
ing the precision of current measures should in principle en-
able more stringent constraints on the relative contribution
of AGN and star-forming galaxies to reionisation. But we

can also appeal to other such as the topology of reionisa-
tion in order to discriminate between models. This will be
particularly fruitful in the era of 21cm EoR experiments,
which will quantify the power spectrum of neutral hydro-
gen on large-scales. In this section, we discuss the topology
of neutral gas in our various models, and in the following
section we will quantify this by forecasting the 21cm power
spectrum for upcoming experiments.

We first investigate these models’ di↵erences in terms
of their ionisation field maps. We choose to compare these
models’ maps at a fixed neutral fraction, since we have shown
in Hassan et al. (2017) that the 21cm fluctuations are more
sensitive to the topology of the ionisation field while the
density field contribution is secondary. This then allows us
to compare the topology even though the actual redshift

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2017)
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Figure 3: Simulations of the SKA1-LOW response to the ionisation structure in the Gigglez 1 Gpc/h

simulation in which galaxy formation is assumed to include an efficient SNe feedback, and reionisation
has progressed to a neutral fraction of 0.45. The upper-left panel shows the model slice of depth 2 Mpc/h

(corresponding to 171 kHz at z = 7.27). The upper-right panel shows an image of this slice assuming an
estimate of the primary beam gain, accounting only for the power on scales that can be observed by baselines
shorter than 1000 m (corresponding to the diameter of the core). The lower-left and lower-right panels show
simulations of observed maps (without a primary beam correction) assuming the base-line SKA1-LOW with
1000 hr integration and an early deployment where the collecting area is decreased by a factor of 2. The
model observations have a depth of 1.2 MHz, which corresponds to 14 Mpc/h along the line-of-sight, at a
central frequency of 173 MHz for HI at z = 7.27, and is equivalent to the FWHP of the synthesised beam.

in the simulated image cube. We then subtract the best fit, leaving residual fluctuations around the
foreground emission, which will include any residual continuum foregrounds, instrumental noise
and the reionisation signal. The lower-left and lower-right panels of Figure 3 show simulated maps
following diffuse foreground removal assuming 1000 hr integrations with the base-line SKA1-
LOW design, and an early deployment of SKA1-LOW for which the sensitivity is decreased by
a factor of 2 respectively. Here the slices are of depth 14 Mpc/h, which corresponds to 1.2 MHz
along the line-of-sight, and is equivalent to the full-width at half power (FWHP) of the synthesised
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Figure 4: Simulations of the SKA1-LOW response to the ionisation structure in the GiggleZ 1Gpc/h simu-
lation in which star formation is assumed to proceed in the absence of a strong SNe feedback. Details are as
per Figure 3.

beam. The large HII regions produced by a model with SNe feedback can be imaged well by the
SKA1-LOW baseline design, and marginally imaged with an early deployment of SKA1-LOW
having half the sensitivity of the baseline design. The consequence of removing the foreground
continuum, together with the fact that interferometers do not make zero-spacing measurements,
results in a decreased contrast between ionised and non-ionised regions, and a loss of power from
large-scale modes (Geil et al., 2008).

In Figure 4, we show examples of simulated maps for the case where HII regions are produced
by galaxies in which star formation is assumed to proceed in the absence of a strong SNe feedback.
Panels in this figure correspond to those in Figure 3. We find that while the configuration of the
SKA1-LOW baseline design can observe the largest of the smaller HII regions generated by a
galaxy formation model without SNe feedback, these will in practice be difficult to observe owing
to noise and the effects of foreground subtraction which lower the contrast of the observed HII
regions. The SKA1-LOW baseline design appears to be the minimum configuration necessary
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Two models of feedback, same neutral fraction

Simulated observations with SKA1-LOW: 1000hrs
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